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Abstract: Sentiment Analysis also called as opinion mining is one of the major task in NLP (Natural language

Processing) and has gain much attention in recent years especially in social media platforms. In this paper, we aim to

tackle the problem to analyse the sentiments on multiple social media platforms which is one of the fundamental

problems in social media analytics. We have used data from Twitter, Facebook and YouTube for IPhone 7 mobile

device to analyse the audience sentiment for this product, and further analyse the result by comparing the sentiment

between these platforms and presenting a cumulative sentiment study for respective product. At last, we also give

insight into our future work on sentiment analysis.
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1. INTRODUCT ION

Sentiment Analysis plays an important role for analysing the sentiments of user over different social media

platforms and producing a meaningful result which will help people or organizations in making important

decision for their respective product and services in future. In recent years, digital data has become very easy

because of fast development of the Internet and social media platforms, where people share their views and

thoughts about selective issue, topic, product or anything else in general. Now -a-day’s people are sharing

their views not only over one social media platform but over multiple plat forms like Facebook, Twitter,

YouTube and many more. So there is a strong possibility that a user which is present on one social platform

may not be present on other platform, therefore for analysing the sentiment for a particular topic, we required

to take in account multiple platforms and present a cumulative study which would be more accurate rather

than analysing a single social media platform. In this study we are taking in account three of the major social

media platforms i.e. Facebook, Twitter and YouTube for analysing sentiments of user review for IPhone 7

mobile device.
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Social Media: A common online platform where people share, comment, like and show interest over a

specific or generic topic.

Sentiments: A sentiment is a view or opinion about something. A way of expressing you thoughts in

response to an event in past, present or in future.

Sentiment Analysis: Study of analysing sentiment using modern natural language processing techniques

and concluding the result in form of positive, negative and neutral sentiments. In some cases it is hard to determine,

that a sentiment belongs to which of the three mentioned categories, for these case we used different machine

learning techniques.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related Work are presented in section II. Proposed algorithm

are explained in section III. Experimental results are presented in section IV. Concluding remarks are given in

section V.

2. RELAT ED WORK

Sentiment Analysis is an old concept in area of natural language processing and social interaction, which

has been studied by many researcher in past to analyse the sentiments of user. Social media is growing at

very fast pace because now-a-days social interaction is recorded over social media platforms like Facebook,

Twitter, YouTube and others in real time. Sentiments like happiness, anxiety, excited, opinions, beliefs,

reviews, comments, explanations, sadness, courtesy and many more are shared among various post and

tweets over a selective topic of interest. As a part of my study some of the related works are presented

below:

As in Paper [1], author has conducted a study of sentiment analysis over social media texts for Twitter

tweets by analysing the sentiments as positive, negative and neutral using unigram and bigram approach.

As in Paper [2], author has described how sentiment analysis can be used to analyse document, entity and

sentence level which is helpful for disaster relief during emergency situations. In paper [3], author has

compared the sentiment analysis for online movie reviews from IMDB and Twitter tweets, based on Naïve

Bayes approach author determines the accuracy of sentiment among these datasets. In paper [4], author has

presented an overview of most recent capabilities in social media analysis, which is further categories in

three major do mains: content analysis, group/network analysis and prediction of real world-events. In

paper [5], they explained the importance of sentiment analysis and explain various methods of extracting

relevant information in different data format like HTM L, JSON and many more for analysing sentiments

and opinions.

In all the paper referenced above, we found that the nature of analysis conducted so far is related to single

social media platform, and in some cases more than one. Now-a-days there are multiple social media platforms

and people are more active online rather than offline approach for sharing information’s and opinions. In this

paper we are presenting how we can analyse the sentiments over multiple social media platforms and analyse

the sentiments by comparing the result among multiple platform for a product, services, topics etc. based on the

proposed algorithm explained in section III, we can expand this study to n number of social media platforms for

more accurate and better results.

3. PROPOSED ALGORIT HM

3.1. Sentiment Analysis Algorithm

The algorithm is designed to analyse the data collected from different social media platforms and perform

sentiment analysis on each statement in the data collections, based on which it will provide the sentiments score

with respect to each statement in the collection. A simple flow chart is shown below:
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On the basis of such considerations, the algorithm reads data from multiple social media platforms, execute

the sentiment analysis algorithm to generate the sentiment scores, compares the scores and finally present the

cumulative analysis result.

Figure 1: Sentiment Analysis Algorithm Flow Chart

Figure 2: Sentiment Analysis on T witter, Facebook and YouTube
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Once we got the sentiment scores from Sentiment Analysis Algorithm from different social media platforms

we take the average of positive, negative and neutral sentiments for respective cumulative sentiment result. So,

let assume PS (t), PS (f), and PS (y) stands as follows:

PS (t): Positive Sentiment score for Twitter

PS (f): Positive Sentiment score for Facebook

PS (y): Positive Sentiment score for YouTube

PS (x): Final Sentiment Score

PS (x): (PS (t) + PS (f) + PS (y)) / 3 (1)

Similarly for Negative (N (x)) and Neutral (Nu (x)) sentiments we can calculate the cumulative

sentiment score. Here 3 stands for total number of social media platform we are taking in account. In

compare to positive and negative sentiments neutral sentiments doesn’t strongly participate in decision

making process so we often try to avoid the neutral scores in sentiment analysis but in this paper we have

consider all of them.

4. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT

Using supervised learning techniques for machine learning we are using, dataset which contains 100 records on

IPhone 7 from each social media platforms, so we have 100 tweets from Twitter, 100 comments/post from

Facebook and 100 comments on IPhone 7 from YouTube video, are used to perform this experiment. For data

collection with these social media sites we have follow the following process:

1. Twitter API to get the tweets from twitter.

2. Facebook Graph API and Netvizz v1.4 app to stream the live comment and posts

3. YouTube API to get the comments for a particular video in JSON format.

For analysis purpose we have used R programming language and related packages, SQL for aggregate

score analysis, AFFIN’s dictionary to assign sentiment scores for each word in the statement. Once

the data collection is ready we executes the algorithm which will reads records from data collection file

and stores into the defined local variable. After algorithm breaks each statement into multiple words,

based on AFFIN’s dictionary we assign scores to each word in the statement ranging from -5 to +5 as

follows:

Table 1

Sentiment Score based on AFFIN’s Dictionary

Sentiments S cores

Very Negative -5 to -4

Negative -3 to -1

Positive +1 to +3

Very Positive +4 to +5

Once the scores has been assigned to each word of the statement of respective data collections , we use

SQL for combining the intermediate results and then apply aggregate function to join the scores together for

respective data collections. The output for all the data collection has been shown below
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Table 2

Experiment Result

for IPhone 7

Negative Positive Neutral

Sentiments Sentiments Sentiments

Twitter 21 42 48

Facebook 25 28 54

YouTube 33 45 45

Table 2 show the positive, negative and neutral sentiments for each of the social media platform. As here

we can see that response is different based on different social media which give us broader perspective of how

people feel about the product.

Also, we can analyse the sentiments in a cumulative form as shown below, the score inside the table shown

below is generated by formula mentioned in (1) for all 3 sentiments (positive, negative and neutral)

Figure 3: (a) T witter Sentiments (b) Facebook Sentiments

(c) YouTube Sentiments (d) Cumulative Sentiments of all 3 social media

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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Table 3

Experiment Result for IPhone 7

Negative Positive Neutral

Cumulative Sentiments 26 38 49

Figure 4: (a) Cumulative Sentiments (b) Percentage (%) wise distribution

(a) (b)

5. CONCLUSION

In this work we have presented a new approach to perform sentiment analysis on multiple social media platforms.

Unlike standard method of analysing the user sentiments over a single social media platform this method will

provide more accurate sentiment score with respect to the product or services we are trying to analyse. Not only

this, as we increased the number of social media platform for a specific topic we will be getting better results. In

our future study we will be focusing more on analysing the statements having multiple meanings which is hard

to analyse by normal sentiment algorithms, also our focus would be analysing the sentiments which are more

intensity based rather than only focusing on negative, positive and neutral sentiments.
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